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Spintronics relies on the spin dependent transport properties of ferromagnets (Fs). Although
antiferromagnets (AFs) are used for their magnetic properties only, some fundamental
F-spintronics phenomena like spin transfer torque, domain wall motion, and tunnel anisotropic
magnetoresistance also occur with AFs, thus making AF-spintronics attractive. Here, room
temperature critical depths and absorption mechanisms of spin currents in Ir20Mn80 and Fe50Mn50
are determined by F-resonance and spin pumping. In particular, we find room temperature critical
depths originating from different absorption mechanisms: dephasing for Ir20Mn80 and spin flipping
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4862971]
for Fe50Mn50. V

In the field of spintronics, the spin dependent transport
properties of ferromagnets (Fs) lie at the heart of devices
working principles, hence the terminology F-spintronics.1 By
way of contrast, antiferromagnets (AFs) have been used so
far mostly for their magnetic properties: they pin the magnetization of an adjacent F via exchange bias in order to set the
reference direction required for the spin of conduction electrons in spintronic devices.2,3 However, AF-spintronics, i.e.,
spin dependent transport with AF, is now in its infancy,4,5
and is identified as a significant exploratory topic in
spintronics.6–8 A first theoretical toy model showed spin
transfer torque (STT) with F/AF bilayers and giant magnetoresistance (GMR) with AF spin valves.9 For ideal AF crystals, STT is expected to act on a much longer length scale
compared to F.5 STT-switching of AFs would then require
lower critical currents than STT-switching of Fs. This,
together with the fact that the use of AFs suppresses stray
fields, would result in lower device power consumption and
ultimate downsize scalability. Although synthetic AFs
(SAFs, i.e., two Fs coupled antiparallel usually by
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interactions) are used to
overcome device malfunction at reduced lateral dimensions
associated with F stray fields (e.g., crosstalk in magnetic random access memories: mutual influence of neighboring cells
supposed to be isolated one from another), SAFs never
entirely compensate, and small, but non-zero stray fields persist. With AFs, the net compensation is intrinsic except for a
very small part at the interface. The first theoretical model
was soon followed by experimental evidence of AF-STT
with currents injected in F/AF polycrystalline bilayers.10 A
growing number of studies have considered both theoretical
and device aspects of AF-spintronics, including currentinduced AF magnetic resonance11,12 for radio-frequency
components, AF domain wall motion,13–17 experimental
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evidence of AF tunnel anisotropic magnetoresistance with
in-plane18,19 and out-of-plane20 AF polycrystals, and tunnel
magnetoresistance in artificial AF heterostructures21 for
memories and logic devices. Some of the critical parameters
for spin dependent transport in general are: i) the spin penetration depth originating from different mechanisms like spin
flip related to the terminology: spin diffusion length and spin
precession dephasing with the associated spin dephasing
length terminology, and ii) the spin mixing conductances,
since they both control current perpendicular to plane
GMR.22 Magnetoresistive and dynamic experiments are the
most common tools to study spin length scales and mixing
conductances in thin films.22 However, these two types of
studies are not ideal for AF materials since the formerly
shows very low magnetoresistive signals and the latter
requires very high (THz) frequencies for dynamics excitation. An alternative way to determine spin absorption and
spin mixing conductances in thin films was recently implemented. It is based on the spin pumping phenomenon, the
STT reciprocal effect, and is best suited for AFs.23–28 The
method indirectly monitors spin absorption in materials surrounding a Fres layer excited at resonance by ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR). The oscillating Fres magnetization transfers spin angular momentum to conduction electrons of the
adjacent layers. Loss of spin angular momentum by the conduction electrons results in Fres resonance linewidth broadening. This latter is related to the attenuation (i.e., to the
Gilbert damping a) of the Fres excitations. One can distinguish between local, i.e., intrinsic losses, i.e., inside the precessing Fres (a0), and non-local, i.e., extrinsic damping where
spins are lost outside the Fres (apump), i.e., absorbed by the
surrounding materials/interfaces under study. For various
materials/interfaces, this method compares the spin absorption efficiency (related to spin mixing conductances) since
depending on the materials/interfaces properties the spins
can be entirely absorbed or backscattered into the Fres.
Additionally, this technique determines spin absorption
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length scales by investigating the Fres damping variations
with the thickness of the neighbouring spin sink (i.e., absorbing material under investigation).27 In this paper, we study
spin dependent transport in two typical AF polycrystalline
thin films, IrMn and FeMn, using the spin pumping technique. We expect to measure the characteristic length scales
and thereby to determine spin absorption mechanisms in
these two materials.
In order to study spin dependent transport in two usual
AF materials, NiFe(8)/Cu(3)/AF(tAF)/Al(2) (nm) heterostructures have been deposited at room temperature by
dc-magnetron sputtering onto thermally oxidised 32 mm2
silicon substrates.3,28 The AFs with varying thicknesses tAF
are made from Ir20Mn80 and Fe50Mn50 targets, respectively.
The Fres NiFe(8) layer is deposited from a Ni20Fe80 target.
The Al(2) cap oxidizes in air and consequently forms an
AlOx protecting film with a low spin current absorption.28
The Cu(3) breaks the F/AF direct magnetic exchange interactions, evidenced through negligible hysteresis loop shifts
measured by vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) at 300
and 4 K (not shown). In addition, given that Cu(3) is a light
element and since its spin diffusion length is much longer
than its 3 nm thickness,22 it does not alter spin propagation
between the F and the AF.
Figure 1 illustrates the FMR measurement configuration
and principle. The local magnetization (m(t)) of the NiFe is
excited to resonance by a small RF pumping magnetic field
(HRF). As a consequence, the NiFe generates a pure spin current (ISpump) when oscillating around the local effective field
(Heff) due to the spin pumping effect. This spin current diffuses through the NiFe/Cu/AF trilayers and concurrently
transfers spin angular momentum to the conduction electrons. It is so to say absorbed or reflected at interfaces and
within layers due to spin dependent scattering and in return it
affects the NiFe Gilbert damping: a ¼ a0 þ apump, where a0 is
the local intrinsic F damping and apump is the extra non-local
damping. In the figure, kAF denotes the critical absorption
depth over which the coherence of the spin current within
the AF is lost. Consequently the extra F damping due to the
AF levels out above kAF.28 The NiFe total Gilbert damping
(a) is extracted from series of F resonance spectra obtained
with a broadband coplanar waveguide. In-plane DC bias

FIG. 1. Scheme illustrating the phenomenon for our Si/SiO2//NiFe/Cu/AF/Al
stacks with AF ¼ IrMn or FeMn. A precession of the NiFe magnetization
around the effective magnetic field (Heff) is initiated by application of an
external RF field (HRF) under a given static DC field (HDC). Relaxation of the
NiFe magnetization along Heff originates from two main sources: the intrinsic
damping inherent to the NiFe layer (a0) and the damping due to the spin current generated by the F excitations then diffused through the multilayer and
finally pumped/reflected by the AF (apump). Beyond a critical length (kAF)
characteristic of the spin dependent transport in the AF, the coherence of the
spin current in the AF is lost.
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magnetic field (HDC) is employed. A small 2 to 20 Oe modulation field of 201 Hz is applied along the DC field for
lock-in detection of the transmitted signal to improve
sensitivity and excitation frequencies (x/2p) ranging
between 2 and 20 GHz are used. For each frequency the resonance linewidth is determined by fitting the resonance spectra (differential power absorption vs HDC) to a Lorenzian
derivative. The total Gilbert damping a is extracted from:
DHpp ðxÞ ¼ DH0 þ p2ffi3ffi ax=jcj, where DHpp is the peak-topeak linewidth of the Lorenzian derivative fit, c the gyromagnetic ratio, and DH0 the inhomogeneous broadening
associated with spatial variations in the magnitude of the
out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy. A linewidth versus x/2p
plots and a representative spectrum are shown Fig. 2. For the
various NiFe(8)/Cu(3)/AF(tAF)/Al(2) (nm) heterostructures,
non-local damping apump ascribed to absorption of spin angular momentum by the AF only is straightforwardly obtained
by subtracting the corresponding total Gilbert damping from
the total Gilbert damping obtained for tAF ¼ 0.
Figure 3 shows apump vs tAF for IrMn and FeMn. For
some tAF, either the same sample is measured twice or two
samples of the same composition are deposited and measured. The maximum difference is observed for tFeMn ¼ 15 nm
and defines the error bars of 1.4  10ÿ4. We observe that,
apump increases linearly with tIrMn and cuts off to a maximum
at an empirical critical thickness kIrMn/2 of around 1.4 nm.
Like in Ref. 24, we consider that the spins relax on the way
forward in the IrMn depth, reflect and return backward
through the IrMn to the NiFe layer, thus traversing and relaxing linearly twice in the IrMn depth. The linear behaviour is
similar to F spin sinks,28,29 indicating that the nature of the
absorption for IrMn mainly relates to dephasing of the spin
current transverse component as well: the spins undergo
Larmor precession as they go into the material because the
majority and minority Fermi wave vectors are different.
Spins with different initial conditions precess at different
rates, leading to classical dephasing. Given that, kIrMn is
mostly related to spin dephasing proportional to the integra"ð#Þ
tion over the Fermi wave vectors of p/jk"f -k#f j where kf are
the majority (minority) Fermi wave vectors, or equivalently

FIG. 2. Dependence of the resonance linewidth (DHpp) with the excitation
frequencies (x/2p) for Si/SiO2//NiFe(8)/Cu(3)/IrMn(tIrMn)/Al(2) (nm) stacks
with tIrMn ¼ 0, 1, and 3 nm. The lines are linear fit to the data. Inset: typical
resonance spectrum, i.e. differential power absorption (dv00 /dH) vs DC bias
field (HDC) for tIrMn ¼ 1 nm and (x/2p) ¼ 10 GHz; the peak-to-peak linewidth gives DHpp and is indicated by the arrow.
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FIG. 3. Dependence with tAF of the AF contribution, via spin pumping, to the
NiFe magnetization damping (apump) for Si/SiO2//NiFe(8)/Cu(3)/AF(tAF)/Al(2)
(nm) stacks with various AF thicknesses (tAF) and AF ¼ IrMn and FeMn.
For IrMn, the straight line is a linear fit proportional to: 2tIrMn/kIrMn for
tIrMn < 1.4 nm and a guide to the eye above. For FeMn, the dashed line is an
exponential fit of the form: A.[1 ÿ exp(ÿ2tFeMn/kFeMn)]. The spin dependent
transport characteristic length in the AF is kAF.

hvg/2Dex, with vg the spin-averaged group velocity and Dex
the exchange splitting. Dex is smaller for IrMn compared
with the usual F due to a low critical order temperature TN of
around 350–400  C.30 Because of that we were expecting
that kIrMn should be even larger than the critical lengths of
usual Fs: CoFeB, Co or NiFe for which kF/2  1.2 nm.28,31
Although the linear behaviour of apump vs tIrMn clearly points
out spin dephasing mechanism as the main source of absorption, the fact that Ir is a heavy element and carries d electrons
in the conduction band, probably introduces to a less
extent some additional spin flip mechanisms balancing the
effect of lower Dex and contributing to slightly reducing the
characteristic penetration length to a value similar to that
of usual Fs. From Fig. 3, we observe that the apump vs tFeMn
follows a totally different trend with an exponential
[1-exp(ÿ2tFeMn/kFeMn)] thickness dependence. Such a trend
is typical of a paramagnetic spin sink for which the absorption of the spin current is in contrast mainly due to spin flipping.24,27 For consistency, we also consider here the
empirical factor 224 taking into account the forward and
backward path of spins within the FeMn layer. Fits of the
raw data with the above exponential law give a kFeMn/2 of
around 1.9 nm. In this case, kFeMn relates to spin diffusion in
contrast to kIrMn originating from spin dephasing, although
practically both give values proportional to critical spin penetration depths. Given that, kIrMn concerns the spin transverse component absorption when kFeMn is associated to
both longitudinal and transverse components absorptions.
Such paramagnetic apump vs tFeMn variations at room-T are
the consequence of the low exchange splitting Dex of
FeMn.2,31 It is not unlikely that, at room-T FeMn films thinner than kFeMn are paramagnetic rather than antiferromagnetic given the reduced bulk TN of FeMn compared to IrMn2
to which adds finite size effects additionally reducing
TN.30,32 Accurately measuring and estimating finite size
effects on TN is not simple and very few corresponding literature is available for AF materials. A toy model in Ref. 32
reproduces finite size effects on F layers critical temperature.
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The model is transferable to AFs33 and gives the following
general power law: TN(n) ¼ TN(bulk){1-[(N0 þ 1)/(2n)]k},
where n is the number of AF monolayers (ML), N0 the AF
exchange length, and k an integer. For 3D Ising models, k is
close to 1.6. Conversely, accurate values of N0 are not
straightforwardly accessible to experiments and models.
Alternatively, TN is accessible to experiments via ultrafast
measurements of F/AF exchange bias bilayers. The blocking
temperature (TB) is the temperature above which the F is no
longer pinned in a fixed direction by the AF. It depends on
various parameters among which the F/AF interfacial coupling, the AF bulk properties (AF-AF exchange stiffness and
grain volume) and time. In particular, TB increases with the
F magnetization sweep-rate and reaches the AF intrinsic critical Neel-T (TN) in the nanosecond regime.30 Reference 30
is to our knowledge the only paper dealing with that: for
30 ns pulses, the critical T for IrMn reduces from
350–400  C (i.e., bulk value) for 6.5 nm to 200  C for
4.5 nm. In the case of FeMn, the same authors measure a
reduction from 200  C (i.e., bulk value) for 7 nm to 100  C
for 5 nm. Such measurements are compatible with TN lower
than room-temperature for few nm thick FeMn.
Figure 3 also shows that for both IrMn and FeMn layers,
apump levels out for thick AF. The apump saturation value
(apump
sat ), i.e., after maximum spin absorption, seems to be
slightly larger for IrMn. Given the above mentioned distinct
behaviours for IrMn and FeMn, apump
originates from the corsat
responding distinct mechanisms. For the paramagnetic-like
is mostly related to spin flipping that is
FeMn, apump
sat
bulk-like. In contrast, for the F-like IrMn, apump
mostly
sat
relates to the effective spin mixing conductance (g"#
ef f ) that
)
since
the
mostly depends on the Cu/IrMn interface (g"#
Cu=IrMn
values of apump reported in this study result from the difference between the damping for NiFe(8)/Cu(3)/AF(tAF)/Al(2)
and NiFe(8)/Cu(3)/Al(2) (nm). As described in Ref. 28, the
measured values of effective spin mixing conductance from
the addition of the AF layer do not depend on the spin mixing
ÿ2
conductance of NiFe/Cu (g"#
NiFe=Cu /S  14.4 þ/ÿ1.4 nm ),
which cancels due to the Cu Sharvin conductance correction of
the same order of magnitude. In addition, to a first approximation, given that the AF randomizes spins over short distances,
the Cu/AF interface mainly drives spin mixing. If the uncompensated spins at the AF interface were fully oriented toward
the same direction, we would expect Cu/IrMn spin pumping
conductivity (g"#
Cu=IrMn /S) similar to Cu/F, typically around 14
to 16 nmÿ2. However AF interfaces are known to be highly
frustrated,34,35 and the resulting overall picture gives few
uncompensated spins (e.g., tiny F regions) at the AF interface,
also responsible for exchange bias. While an AF spin surface
in contact with an F is tuned by the interfacial F spin configuration that orients the AF uncompensated spins in a preferential
direction after field cooling, in the present case of Cu/AF the
AF interfacial uncompensated spins are rather randomly oriented positively and negatively. Therefore, the influence of the
uncompensated AF interfacial spins on the Cu/AF spin mixing
conductance is hard to anticipate here. Finally, note that the
Cu/IrMn interface is surely more complex due to the formation
of CuMn spin-glasses.35–37
To conclude, in the context of AF-spintronics, the main
contribution of the present study is the determination of
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room temperature critical penetration depths and absorption
mechanisms of spin currents in Ir20Mn80 and Fe50Mn50 spin
sinks by means of F-resonance and spin pumping. Different
room temperature absorption mechanisms of spins were evidenced: dephasing for IrMn and spin flipping for FeMn probably due to the room temperature paramagnetic character of
FeMn for thicknesses lower than the penetration
depth. Future works could involve other AFs and variable
temperature for studies of the para- to antiferro-magnetic
transition temperature: difficult to determine by many other
techniques.
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